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Young Researchers' Consortium, a platform for 
researchers' intellectual dialogues and delibera-
tions, is organised by the Sayyid Ahmed-ul-Bukhari 
Center for Research, Ma'din Kulliyya of Islamic Sci-
ence, Malappuram, for the benefit of research 
scholars and young research aspirants of various 
institutes. YRC is an excellent platform to nurture 
young minds towards accelerated research and 
innovation. It intends to bring the scholars to ad-
dress relevant research problems in social science. 
YRC provides a forum to identify multi-disciplinary 
and also encourage the scholars to be passionate 
about their research and bring out quality research 
outputs. 

The second phase of Consortium discusses the 
emerging trends in social science, to redesign the 
widely evolving areas of concerns in contemporary 
social science. It also provides an opportunity to the 
scholars of various institutes to share ideas in diver-
sified topics related to emerging trends in domain 
areas in social science with a clear understanding.
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Important Dates:

Conference 
Date: 

Intimation on 
Acceptance: 

Write Proposals on:

Society and Culture in Indian Ocean World

Connected Histories

Islamic Texual Culture

Crisis Management and New Economic Order

Multi-disciplinary Approaches in Social Science 
like Sociobiology, Behavioural Economics, Social 
Medicine etc.

Reinterpretation of Political Thoughts

New Trends in International Policy Making

Sustainability and Development

Man and Environment

Abstract 
Submission:

January
2023 25 February

2023 04 January
2023 27



Sayyid Ahmad-ul-Bukhari Centre for Research (SAB-
CeR), a leading research initiative established in 2014, as 
an endeavour to integrate socio-religious trends in 
research. SABCeR was established on the behalf of 
Madin Kulliya of Islamic Science and redesigned the 
research work in new areas. Looking back to the past, it 
is so gratifying to see the results of SABCeR, have found 
profound readings of various research in areas differen-
tiating separately.

SABCeR is focussing on developing a research mindset 
with socio-religious concerns.  In total, more than 90 
young researchers have completed their research work 
under SABCeR and published in various subject areas. 
As a result of the continuous approaches, SABCeR, has 
made a bountful contribution to the main stream of ac-
ademia.
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Research aspirants who are interested to participate in 
Young Researchers' Consortium (YRC), are requested to 
send abstracts aligned with 'Emerging Trends in Social 
Science' on time.

Open the website and attach your abstract to https://idot-
con.in/yrc

Abstract should be in English, not exceeding 300 words

Font: Times New Roman, Font size: 12, Line spacing: 2, 
Paragraph Space: 6 in MS word format

Confirmation for ISBN publication will be done only after 
paper submission and presentation.

Presentation and participation registrations: https://idot-
con.in/yrc
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Ma’din Academy,Swalath Nagar,
Melmuri, Malappuram, Kerala
676517

P : 9605971043, 9061747200
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